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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 8.1996
•
•
The Regents of the University ofNew Mexico met on Thursday, February 8, 1996, in the Roberts Room
of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice of the meeting is on file in the Office of the President.
Regents Present:
Arthur D. Melendres, President
Penny Taylor Rembe, Vice President
J.E. (Gene) Gallegos
Mary A. Tang
Eric A. Thomas
Larry D. Willard
Regents Absent:
Barbara G. Brazil, Secretary
Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Harry LIull, President, Faculty Senate
Velma Morgan, President, Staff Council
Ray Sharbutt, President, Graduate and Professional Students Association
Alberto Solis, President, Associated Students of UNM
Members of the Administration, the media and others
Absent:
Michelle Polk, President, Alumni Association
Wayne Davenport, President, UNM Foundation
*******
Regent President Arthur D. Melendres called the meeting to order at 1: 15 p.m.
*******
AbOPTION OF AGENDA
Regent J.E. (Gene) Gallegos moved to add the confirmation concerning the business that was conducted
during the closed session on January 11, 1996, as Item IV. Regent Eric A. Thomas seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved adoption of the agenda as amended. Regent Mary A. Tang
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
PUBLIC INPUT REGARDING ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
UNM student Geoffrey Barrett spoke on UNM 2000 measures.
*******
ApPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE DECEMBER 14. 1995. AND JANUARY 11. 1996 MEETINGS
Regent Rembe moved approval of the summarized minutes for the December 14, 1995, and January 11,
1996 meetings. Regent Thomas seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
ADMINISTRATIVE REpORT --UNM PRESIDENT RICHARD E. PECK
University President Richard E. Peck presented the administrative report as follows:
Introductions
Provost William Gordon introduced the new interim Associate Provost for ResearchlDean of Graduate
Studies, Nasir Ahmed, who served as chair of Electrical and Computer Engineering for five years. The
last two years, Dr. Ahmed served as interim dean of the College of Engineering. Dr. Ahmed has been
selected as a UNM Presidential Professor, has won a UNM outstanding teacher award, and in 1990 he
was the recipient of the outstanding researcher award in the College of Engineering. He is a key member
of the executive committee at the University that oversees the High Performance Computing Education
and Research Project.
President Peck introduced the new UNM Chief of Police, Kathleen Guimond. She graduated from the
FBI Academy and has over 20 years of experience in campus police activities. President Peck that Chief
of Police Guimond and her supervisor, Vice President for Student Affairs Eliseo (Cheo) Torres, are
working on a report that will be presented to the Regents at the end of the semester on new directions for
the University Police Department.
Legislative Update
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Vice President Mc Kinney .said that normally at this point in the session, the University knows what the
Senate plans to do with the state budget (House Bill 2). He said this has been a very difficult Legislative
Session and there is no clear vision of what the Senate will do this year. Vice President Mc Kinney said
this is the first time in recent years that higher education capital projects were introduced in a single bill
for $147 million. The University had its hearing on the entire bill on February 7, and it was tabled.
Sock Hop
The Sock Hop will take place on February 9 to benefit the UNM General Library.
ARLRanking
The UNM Library went from 53rd to 52nd this year. President Peck said that five years ago, UNM was
ranked 102 out of 107. The President said it gets more difficult to make progress, but considering the
fact that UNM has not been able to keep up with library costs and inflation, it is a tribute to the Library
staff to advance in the rankings. He said the library remains a major point of concern, and in order to
maintain and improve the current standing, an increase in funding is needed.
Acknowledgments
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President Peck acknowledged the following individuals and accomplishments:
• Debbie Armstrong, a UNM student, is the only U.S. women's skier ever to receive a gold medal
in the downhill in the Olympics.
• • The UNM Bicycle Club, a club sport not funded by the University, went to the nationals. Thefive-man men's team came in third in the nation.
•
• The only woman sprinter at UNM has won the national championship.
• The television show "Fences," designed for and by teenagers, produced by Paul Nathanson,
Director of the Institute of Public Law, and Chris Schueler, UNM alumnus, video-taped at
KNME-TV and edited at Channel 13, was submitted for a competition at the New York
Television Festival. The show won the gold medal in the category for 12-18 years old over
several hundred other entries. In the entire competition, there were over 3400 entries from
around the world, and "Fences" won the grand award for the best international program last year.
Update on Los Alamos National Laboratories
President Peck said that Vice President for Institutional Advancement Orcilia Zuniga Forbes, Provost
Gordon and Professor Ed Walters, faculty member in charge of the Senate Research Committee, went to
California to meet with the staff in the University of California System President's Office last week, in
an attempt to strengthen the University's ties with the University of California System (UC) regarding
Los Alamos activities. Using the Science Citation Index as a measure, Professor Walters looked at
citations for work done by university faculty at Los Alamos. UCLA had 151 citations and no other
California school had more than 100. UNM had 341 citations for UNM faculty working at Los Alamos
for their research which is recognized and cited by other scientists. IfUNM does not have the
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opportunity to bid on the management contract, it may be able to work with UC in northern New Mexico .'
to help the Laboratories be more responsive, and perceived as more responsive.
UNMPress
President Peck said the UNM Press is continually recognized as one of the self-sustaining presses that
actually generates a profit each year, and as one ofthe presses that has a special character about it. The
UNM Press is also a very efficient distributor for other smaller presses.
Rio Rancho/New Mexico Highlands University Follow Up
President Peck said that New Mexico Highlands University has been invited by the Rio Rancho Chamber
of Commerce and Mayor to build a branch there. While it appears that the Commission on Higher
Education, the Legislature and the Governor do not support this notion, the Rio Rancho community is
going ahead with the plan to build an education center and invite universities to offer classes. President
Peck said he believes Rio Rancho is within the service area ofUNM and the Albuquerque Technical-
Vocational Institute. The first weekend the UNM Continuing Education Center was opened, 562 people
registered in computer courses. T-VI teaches more than 1,000 students on Intel property, though only
40% are Intel employees. He said he also believes that UNM should continue to partner with T-VI to
meet the educational needs of Rio Rancho.
President Peck concluded his report.
*******
EXECUTIVE SESSION -- LIMITED PERSONNEL MATTERS PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(2). NMSA.
1978. AND PENDING LITIGATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(7). NMSA. 1978 (JANUARY 11.
1996)
The Regents met immediately following the January 11, 1996 open meeting on limited personnel matters
and pending ligation. The Regents attested that the only items discussed at the Executive Session were
limited personnel matters and pending litigation as noticed.
*******
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS
Harry LlulL President. Faculty Senate
Professor Llull had no comments.
Velma Morgan. President. Staff Council
Ms. Morgan had no comments.
Alberto Solis. President. Associated Students ofUNM
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Mr. Solis said the Student Fee Review Board completed its recommendations for the Fiscal Year 1996-
97 budget. The Board worked hard to put the budget together with what they felt were the best
allocations and voted unanimously on the budget as presented. President Peck said that Vice President
for Student Affairs Torres attended the Student Fee Review Board meeting and was very impressed with
the professionalism with which the process was handled.
The ASUNM Senate passed a Resolution that asks for a tuition freeze. The Subcommittee on Tuition
and Enrollment Management is currently discussing different approaches to tuition and looking at
various options available to students.
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The proposal for a new ASUNM Legislative Intern Program, that was presented through the Special
Projects in the Legislative Request, was included in House Bill 1 which was passed and signed by the
Governor. He thanked UNM students Travis Jackson and Vanessa Alarid, who did an exceptional job in
their first year at lobbying in getting this bill through. ASUNM is in the process of setting criteria for the
position and hopes to get the program started in August.
Ray Sharbutt, President. Graduate and Professional Students Association
Mr. Sharbutt thanked Vice President Torres for attending the Student Fee Review Board meeting, and
reiterating Mr. Solis' earlier comments, said the Board voted unanimously and considered the budget to
be a fair allocation of the money that was available.
Mr. Sharbutt thanked Regent President Melendres for his attendance at the last GPSA meeting.
*******
CONSENT AGENDA
Disposal of Surplus Property -- List Dated 1/8/96
Surplus Property Disposition Letter of December 4.1995
Regent GaIlegos moved approval of the Consent Agenda. Regent Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Copies of both disposition lists are hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.
*******
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS' RESEARCH ENDOWMENT
The Graduate and Professional Students Association has requested the establishment of an endowment to
help support future graduate and professional student research projects. The Provost and Associate
Provost for Research support this endowment and have committed a matching amount of funds to start
5
the endowment. The principal of the endowment shall be included in the consolidated Investment Fund •
of the University and be managed in accordance with the Regents' Investment Management Policy.
Annual spendable income distributions, as determined by the UNM Foundation's Investment Committee,
shaH be used to support graduate and professional student research projects. However, no income shall
be distributed for research projects until such time as the principal balance of the Endowment exceeds
. $50,000. Until this principal balance threshold is achieved, all distributable income shall be redeposited
into the principal of the Endowment. No more than 50% of the determined available spendable income
and distribution shall be used to support research projects until the principal reaches $100,000.
Regent Gallegos moved approval of the Graduate and Professional Students' Research Endowment.
Regent Thomas seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
SELECTION OF BOND UNDERWRITERS
Vice President Mc Kinney explained that the University's contract for its bond underwriters expires in
the Spring, and so the University issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) for underwriting services. It is
expected that the University will utilize the selected team of underwriters for the next four years subject
to satisfactory performance in any bond issuance project. It has been very beneficial to have continuous
availability of underwriter assistance rather than selecting bond underwriters for individual issues. The
team has a very strong New Mexico representation.
Regent Gallegos recommended approval to utilize the team of bond underwriters of Smith Barney,
Rauscher Pierce Refsnes, Prudential Securities, Southwest Securities, Kious & Company. Regent Larry
D. Willard seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
SELECTION OF BOND COUNSEL
Vice President Mc Kinney said the University issued an RFP for Bond Counsel in November and it was
appropriately advertised. The University received three proposals. The criteria were focused on
experience of not only in bond counsel work, but more specifically in higher education. The firm that is
being recommended appears to have superior national presence, including financings for higher
education in many states.
Regent Gallegos moved approval to appoint Kutak Rock as the University Bond Counsel. Regent
Rembe seconded the motion.
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
EXTERNAL AUDITOR SELECTION
Regent Gallegos explained that for the past two years, the external audit ofthe University has been led
by Neff & Company, and it is the recommendation of the Finance and Facilities Committee to continue
with them for the 1996 University audit.
Regent Gallegos moved approval to affirm the continuation ofNeff & Company as the external auditors
for the 1996 audit of the University. Regent Willard seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
UNM 2000 -- LEADERSHIP MEASURES
Provost Gordon explained that the UNM Strategic Plan: The University ofNew Mexico's Visionfor the
Year 2000 and Beyond (Plan) contained three broad areas, in which the University decided to focus over
the next few years. Along with those goals, the University laid out near the end of the Plan, a whole
series of possible measures that would allow it to determine it progress in attempting to meet some of
those goals. At an earlier Regents' meeting, the University reported back to the Regents on the measures
it was using in the first category, "Scholarship and Academic Excellence." Provost Gordon said that
today Mark Chisholm, Director ofInstitutional Research, would report on the measures the University is
using in the second category, "Leadership in Addressing Public Policy Issues,Facing New Mexico and
Our Hemisphere."
Provost Gordon said the Plan contains a list of types of measures that would reflect, in some cases, the
precise measures the University would be using as it went along, but in other cases would simply
represent examples of what the University hoped to develop in particular areas. He explained the
difficulty the Planning Council has encountered: (1) in some cases, it is difficult to determine a concrete
quantitative measure for a particular goal, and the University may need to develop some measures; (2) in
other cases, quantitative measures are appropriate, but, at this point in time, the University does not have
the data that would allow it to utilize that quantitative measure; and (3) as UNM implements actions to
accomplish its goals, it may be necessary to eliminate some of the measures that were originally
suggested, refine others, and develop new measures.
Measure: Diversity of Students
According to Mark Chisholm, almost half of all first-time freshmen from New Mexico are minorities,
about 41 % of the total being Hispanic. The minority percentage for all undergraduate students is lower,
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because of retention and a broader group of transfers and out-of-state students who have a smaller
minority percentage when they start. The minority percentage of graduate students is lower than for
undergraduates. This percentage has maintained at a fairly constant level for the last six years.
Hispanics comprise the largest percentage, at 13% of the total in fall 1995.
In response to a concern by Regent Gallegos, Mr. Chisholm said he will prepare a report to show some
specific retention data for the different minority groups.
The minority percentages are 39.3% for law students and 34.2% for medical students. There are also
virtually no foreign students in the law school and none in the medical school.
Overall, about 31 % of all main campus students are minority. Of the total, the highest percent is
Hispanic, and the second largest group is Native American.
The overall minority graduation percentage is comparable to the overall enrollment percentage for UNM.
The greatest number of degrees awarded are bachelors degrees. The minority percentage there has
maintained at about 29%. The second largest number of awards are at the masters level. The percent of
minorities receiving masters degrees has remained fairly constant at around 17%. The actual number of
minorities receiving doctorate degrees has remained fairly constant. About 20% of all doctorate degrees
are awarded each year to foreign students.
Measure: Diversity of Faculty. Staff and Senior Administration
•
In the executive category, the percentages of both minorities and females increased from 1991 to 1993,
and have remained almost constant since then, at about 31 % for minorities and 34.5% for women. For •
full-time faculty, the percentage of minority faculty has increased since 1991. The percentage of female
faculty members also increased each year. The pattern for the branch campuses is more constant, where
there is a greater percentage of minority faculty. The smaller number of full-time faculty at the branches,
however, means that the change of only one person can change the percentage by 1%. For female faculty
at the branches, the percentages are also higher than at the main campus. This percentage remained
fairly constant. The percentage of minority staff has decreased slightly since 1991. The reason for the
drop was a large increase of staff working in research units and the comparatively lower minority
percentage for this group. The percentage of female staff remained almost constant since 1991. The
pattern for the branch campuses is different. The percentages of minority staff and female staff at the
branches are higher than at the main campus.
In response to a concern discussed at the meeting, Mr. Chisholm said he will prepare a report to explain
the increase in faculty and staff even though there has been a decrease in enrollment.
Measure: Transfer from UNM Branch Campuses·
UNM shows a fairly steady rate of enrollment from the branch campuses. Data are needed to determine
the success of branch campus students after they enroll at the main campus.
Measure: Participation in UNM's Continuing Education Programs and lTV
Complete data in this area has not yet been gathered, but Mr. Chisholm presented preliminary data for
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the Continuing Education program. There are also many stUdents who take courses in the summer. The
available data show that almost 8,000 individuals take non-credit courses in the spring, slightly fewer in
the fall, and over 4,600 in the summer. This represents a large service to the community. Another public
service activity provided by Continuing Education is rental space for meetings and conferences at the
Continuing Education Conference Center. The number has increased greatly over the last 10 years. The
next report will include data on distance education and lTV (interactive television) and will have
complete Continuing Education data.
Measure: The Campus Climate Satisfaction Among Different Groups
There are two known sources of baseline data--the results of the survey conducted among UNM students
in spring 1992, and a survey conducted among UNM faculty and staff in May 1995. Both surveys
addressed issues of satisfaction with various aspects of the campus climate, but only the student survey
examined all questions by the respondents' race/ethnic group. Mr. Chisholm said it is difficult to
precisely summarize such a complex survey, but a review of the answers given indicates that the overall
campus climate for students is positive. There do, however, appear to be differences between the
racial/ethnic groups. Follow-up surveys should focus on the areas that show up as potential problems.
The survey of faculty and staff examined all questions by staff and faculty groups. No results were
provided which showed how respondent racial/ethnic groups felt about the campus climate. Overall; it
appears that staff and faculty are generally satisfied with working conditions at UNM and enjoy their
jobs. There is some evidence of concern about bias for or against certain racial/ethnic groups or because
of someone's gender, but these most staff and faculty appear to attribute those problems to societal
forces rather than to specific University problems. Nevertheless, the follow-up surveys should focus on
• these issues and they will provide a basis for comparisons.
*******
THIRD AND FOURTH QUARTERLY REpORTS ENDING JUNE 30. 1995
Regent Rembe said the third and fourth quarter reports for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1995 covering
operations of the clinical facilities of the Health Sciences Center were presented for information only.
*******
Vice President for Health Sciences Jane Henney talked about the retreat sponsored by the Health
Sciences Center (HSC) on February 7 concerning the future of health profession education. Dr. Ed
O'Neal, from the Center for the Health Professions at the University of California (San Francisco), spoke
on the recent report issued by the Pugh Commission. Dr. Henney said that while the findings are fairly
dramatic for the nation, she believes the HSC is doing many of the right things, but still has a long way
to go. She said the HSC plans to invite Dr. O'Neal back for a bigger session and invited the regents to
attend.
*******
•
FIRST QUARTERLY REpORT ENDING JUNE 30. 1996
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Regent Rembe said the first quarter report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1996 covering operations of •
the clinical facilities at the Health Sciences Center was presented for information only.
*******
Regent Thomas moved to adjourn the open meeting and to go into Executive Session to discuss pending
litigation. Regent Gallegos seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
Open meeting adjourned at 3: 15 p.m.
*******
EXECUTIVE SESSION -- PENDING LITIGATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(7), NMSA, 1978
The Regents met immediately following the open meeting on pending litigation.
*******
APPROVED:
ATTEST:
Secretary/Treasurer
10
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EXHIBIT A
•
Fonn B
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS
FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY
•
For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on February 8, 1996
REQUESTED ACTION:
The Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of the
property listed on the disposition approval list dated 01/08/96.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Please see the enclosed disposition list dated 01/08/96.
APPROVED BY THE REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE:
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:
~Y:fiL-2President
•
January 29, 1996
•TO:
FROM:
SUBJ:
DATE:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS
Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061
David L. Mc Kinney, Vice President for Business and Finance
Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management
~.AO)~
Surplus Property List dated 1/08/96
January 12, 1996
•
•
Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus
property items which require Board of Regents approval for disposal.
We appreciate your assistance in placing this list on the next
meeting agenda .
Thank you.
xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger
•TO:
FROM:
SUBJ:
DATE:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS
Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061
Sabra Basler, Office of Vice President for Business/Finance
Vince Trollinger, Associate Director, Purchasing and
Materiel Management \J~
Addendum to Surplus List dated 1/8/96
January 17, 1996
•
•
Attached please find two copies of the last page of our previously
submitted surplus property list dated 1/8/96. As you will note we
have added another eleven items to the list.
Per your request, item #1 was damaged beyond repair and the warranty
voided due to an accidental spilling of correction fluid into the
machine.
Item #36 is simply old technology and not within economical limits
to repair.
Item #55 was deemed obsolete to the departments continued usage.
Item #168 is a 1984 mail truck purchased used from the USPS in 1993
and proved not to be economical to continue operating.
Item #204 is an eight year old laboratory freezer that is beyond
economical repair to continue using by the department.
Items #232 thru #235 were recently approved by NIDA to be
transferred from UNM to the researchers who received the NIDA grant.
These items appear on this list for regents approval to finalize
this transfer.
Item # 261 is an eight year old shuttle bus used by UNMH and in very
poor physical condition.
Item # 265 is a 1978 mini-school bus purchased used by UNM in 1989.
Item # 277 is obsolete to further departmental needs .
Items # 278 thru 288 are items no longer needed by CHTM and they
wish to sell them via a broker due to their specialized nature.
Please let me know if you require any further information. Thanks.

• • •
01108/96
SURPLUS PROPERrr DEPARTIIENr
DISPOSITION APPROYAl-lIST
ORIGINAL DR
UNrI PROPERTY 1I0DEl SERIAL ACOUISHION ACQUISITION COftftENTS/REASONS FOR
ITErI TAG ITErI DESCRIPTION/NArlE ftAKElIIFG. NUrl8ER NUrl8ER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 1816B4 CPU CONPUTER 18n mo 6462311 1981 51 ,43~.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
3~ 151360 CPU CONPUTER APPLE II PLUS 212932 1983 U,243.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
36 186B11 CPU CONPUTER SUN 3/160C 831£0801 1989 128,111.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
31 146218 TERnlNAL TElEVIOEO 912C 21065015 1981 $648.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
3B 162~~b TERIIINAL TELEYIDEO 925 13028315 1983 $615.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
39 172m CPU CO/1PUTER ZENITH N/A mOO0919 1991 51,299.00 OBSOLETE/Nor WORllNG
40 177841 CPU CONPlITER APPLE II PLUS 102683 1981 $1,250.00 OBSOLEtE/NOT WORKING
41 lB597~ CPU CO/1PlJTER COIIPUAOO 286 0051021 1989 $1,889.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
42 1B~980 CPU COtlPUIER CONPUADD 286 0059125 1989 $1,8B9.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
43 110710 PRINTER EPSON FIIOOI 114662 198~ $541.00 NO LONGER IN SERVICEABLE
H 186495 CPU COKPUTER COrlPUADD 286 0066111 1989 $1,787.00 NO LONGER IN SERVICEABLE
45 188123 CPU COtlPUTER COIIPUADD 286 0145256 1990 $1,168.00 NO LONGER IN SERVICEABLE
46 147m lYPEWR 1TER IBII N/A 6520B61 1982 $B30.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
47 145m TERrllNAl TElEVIDEO 912C 21010462 1981 5648.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
48 165878 TERnlNAl LIBERa FREEOOIl 200 03058 1984 $695.00 OBSOLEtE/NOT WORKING
49 193m CPU COrlPUTER SmArE N/A IIH081236 1992 52,115.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
50 193m CPU ConpUTER SEAGArE N/A IIH093583 1992 12,6B2.00
08S0LEtE/Nor WORKING
51 160643 IE RftlNAL TElEVIDEO •925 13029009 1981
$615.00 OBSOLETE/NOt WORKING
52 181426 COrlPUTER PANASONIC N/A 10B«FI0518 1988 U,450.00
OBSOLETE/Nor WORKING
~3 190490 IONITOR SAnSUN6 ftl4511 00102503 1991 11,310.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
54 195722 [PU conpUTER lENIlH 1386 OHAH002915 1992 $2,103.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
55 181499 BRINIER EPSOM lO-1000 POOOOB40 198J $891.00 OBSOLElE
56 In005 nomOR lENIlH lyn121DA 16107Bl 1986
$2,661.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
57 167959 apu confUTER lENIlH ZF15152 5lSDFOl22C 1985 $1,499.00
OBSOLETE/BROKEN
58 168m CPU conpUTER ZENIlH lW15152 524DE0148 1986
$2,181.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
~9 18~8al CPU conpUlER ZENITH lDHI217 841[DOO1170 1991 U,320.00
OBSOLETE/BROKEN
60 IB8117 ~RINTER IBrI 420600 112069846 1990
$740.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
61 18811~ PRINTER IBn 4201002 112031651 1990
$649.00 OBSOLEJElBROKEN
62 114949 PRINTER EPSON Fl286 12018466 1981
$580.00 OBSOLEJE/BROKEN
63 ~/~ CPU COIIPUTER TElEI 018 22928 1991
$913.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
64 184295 CPU conpurER TElEi 1280 020131 1988
$2,550.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
65 47653 CENTRIFUGE INTL ./A 9945811-2 1961
U,115.00 08S0LEJE/BROKEN
--------------------
SUBTOTAL: 110,014.00
• • •
01/08/96
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTIIENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UNII PROPERTY 1I0DEL SERIAL ACQUISITION ACQUISITION COIlIIENTS/REASONS FOR
IlEII TAG lIEn DESCRIPTION/NAIlE IIAU/IIFG. NUIIBER IIUIlBER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ill 190605 coPIER IlACHINE SHARP SF7750 76213070 1991 $2,788.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
67 134531 PH llHER FISHER N/A N/A 1980 $630.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
68 41179 EVAP ROTATING VAcuun IlIKROS VEOIGA II/A 1966 53,266.68 OBSOLElE/BROKEN
69 90049 DRYING SYSlEII SAilOR I N/A 013 1974 $727.B4 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
70 47205 ELECTRON IIICROSCOPE PHILIPS N/A EII200 1967 $42,694.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
7J Im84 FAX IlACHINE HP cmOA 3122J08093 1992 Sl,249.00 08S0LETE/BROKEN
72 178430 CPU COIlPUTER ZENITH 158n 646CJHH 1987 $999.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
7J 174 700 CPU COIfPUTER ZENITH 158Xl mEE0373 1986 u,314.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
74 181062 CPU COIfPUTER IBII 1T516 51602081117 1987 $1,840.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
75 167619 CPU COIlPUTER IBII 1T5160 5479115516 1984 $3,800.00 08S0LETE/BROKEN
76 178846 PRINTER EPSOM Fl286 05017648 1987 $556.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
77 178857 PRINTER EPSON Fl286 05077625 1987 $556.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
78 178839 PRINTER EPSOM fl2B6 05076'2~ 1981 $556.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
79 178829 PRINTER EPSON FI286 05017627 1987 S556.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
80 181034 CPU conpUTER ZENITH mIT 106CF0393 1987 S2,087.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
81 117267 CPU COMPUTER IBII Al/219 6056390 1987 $5,Il3.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
82 124915 JYPEWRITER IBII NIA 26-3593660 197B $145.00 BROKEN/DOES NOT WORK
B3 60753 SPECTROPHOlOIIETER BEI:KIIAN • DB 1100437 1968 $2,118.00 BROKEN/DOES NOT WORK
84 60759 SPECTROPHOTOIIETER 8ECKIIAN DB 1401-1100437 1968 S2,553.00 BROKEN/DOES NOT WORK
85 171205 CPU COMPUTER 1811 5150 1930486 1986 $1,379.00 NOT WORKING/08S0LETE
86 174471 CPU COMPUTER 1811 5150 61103Il5160 1986 $1,379.00 NOT MORKING/OBSOLETE
87 144m TYPEWRITER 1811 lilA 266417563 1981 $103.00 OBSOLETE/BROUN
B9 l7l850 COFFEE IIACHINE . nOYER-DIEBEL M/A m09 1989 $2,050.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
89 162979 SNACK IIACHINE AUTO"A TIC PRDD II/A 10981 1984
S2,430.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
90 1b2983 SNACK "ACHINE AU ronA TIC PROD MIA 10977 1984
$2,410.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
91 162982 SNACK nACHINE AurollATlC fROD II/A 10979 1984
$2,430.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
92 130565 COLD DRINK IIACHINE ROCk-OLA MIA 55347 1919
Sl,081.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
93 13910b COLD DRINK "ACHINE ROCk-OlA N/A 57025 1979
$942.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
94 175206 SNACk "ACHINE AUTOMATIC PROD M/A 7013221 1987
$2,550.00 OBSOLETEIBEYOND REPAIRS
95 mm COLD DRINK "ACHINE ROCk-OLA N/A 59284 1979
$941.49 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
96 162985 SNm nACHINE AUTOIIATIC PROD N/A 10973 1994
$2,430.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
97 85949 TYPEWRITER 18ft MIA 2112716 1914
$600.00 OBSOLETE/DOES NOT MORK
98 145300 DECWRIT£R PRINTER DIGITAL lilA IF20592 1982
$2,053.00 08S0LEJE
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= $97,167.01
• • •
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTnENT
DISPOSITION APPROYAL LIST
ORI61NAL OR
UNII PROPERTY nODEL SERIAL ACOU ISITI DN ACOUISITION COnnENTS/REASONS FOR
mil TAG ITEII DESCRIPTION/NAIIE nAKE/nF6. NUIIBER NunBER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS-~--------.------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
99 16~141 PRINTER HP 2631G 2318A09263 1996 54,335.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
100 183902 YACUUII PUIIP WELSH SCIENTIFIC 1402 109091 19B9 1199.00 NO LONGER FUNCTIONAL
101 140900 YIDEO TERIIINAL THTRONIl 4010-1 8010512 1990 14,721.25 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
102 18314~ COIIPUTER ZENITH ZCf-2326-EY B24CEOO0302 19BB $2,900.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
103 17b0~7 PRINTER OilS LBP-CI 1102911 1981 16,91B.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
104 mb~ AIIPLIFIER PLU6-IN UNIT THTRoNlI 3Ab 00241B 1961 1541.53 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
10~ 149406 PRINIER HP 2616 213lAOOB41 19B2 Sl,295.00 OBSOLETE/NOI WORKING
Hib 14306~ ElECIROIliC DRIYER UNIT KlNETlO SYSIEnS 2051 0014 1991 14,750.00 OBSOLETE/Nor WORKING
107 14b~~6 DISPLAY STArrON ADY ELECT DESIGN N/A 355-512 19BI 114,715.00 09S0LETE/Nor WORKING
109 146557 II°NIT OR nlTSUBISHI C-3919 1030292 1981
13,932.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
109 149189 COIlPUTER HP 9B26 2010A01635 19B2 IB,950.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
110 14407b lER/lINAL ZENITH l-l9 9623202 19B1 IB25.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
111 115093 CPU COIIPUTER ZENITH zm 615DH0066 19B6 Sl,120.00
OBSOLETE
112 1916B6 CPU COI1PUTER ZENITH zm 733C1:04BO 19BB SI,619.00
OBSOLETE
111 IB1219 CPU COIIPurER ZENITH ZDH-1211 1091:D0804 19B7 $1,119.00 OBSOLETE
114 180209 CPU COIIPUTER STANDARD 2B06 880565492 1988 $2,B09.00 08S0LETE
11~ IB4083 PLOTTER JDL JDLB50 5894970 19B9 $5,695.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
116 1752BO CPU COIIPUTER ZENITH • N/A 619DH1210 19B6 SI,1I8.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
111 1B3754 COPIER IIACHINE SHARP SFB100 16613174 1989
$4,260.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
119 205m CPU COIIPUTER 1811 N/A 5551 1990 $2,100.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
119 1Il176 TYPEWRITER IBII N/A 2985450 1977 $655.00 BEYOND ECON REPAIRS
120 161509 CPU COIIPUTER IB" 11 5014294 1985 $3,497.00 OBSOLETE
121 184647 TV KONITOR JYC TII-2657 13324135 1989 IB25.00
OBSOLETE/BROKEN
122 160789 fRINTER COIIREr CR-1I 4103B544 19B5
5462.00 OUTDATED
121 160B02 fRINTER EPSON Pl0FA 122622 1985 1541.00
OUTDATED
124 160806 COIIPUTER ZENITH ZW-15l-52 515DH01231: 1985 12,486.00
OUTDATED
m 160831 COIIPUTER IBII 5150-174 064Bl80S150 1984
$2,135.00 OUTDATED
126 173172 [O"PUTER ZENITH ZWI58 611OE0159 1987 $2,133.00
OUTDATED
127 173419 TER"INAL HARRIS 8665-ATA 26234 1987
1695.00 OUTDATED
128 IB~IOI COIIPUTER TRI STAR tOIlP 286-16 1J0080mO 1990
.2,394.00 OUTDATED
129 18~J84 E6l1PUTER VISTA 386SIIO 1909241 1992
11,726.00 OUTDATED
130 11l52b EITERNAL HARD DRIYE SUPERM[ TECH 20llB U725561 1987 1895.00
OUTDATED
131 170284 COllfUTER APPLE IIAI: 512 BI:9GRllOOOOI m6
$2,228.00 OUTDATED
----------_._-------
SUBTOTAL: 196,459.78
• • •
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lTEll TAG ITE" DESCRIPTION/NAIlE IIAKE/llf6. NUIlBER NUIlBER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
m IB517B BINDING IlACHINE GBC 460KIl-l Df06210 1992 S545.00 BEYOND ECON REPAIR
133 139074 TYPEI/RITER 1811 N/A 6588142 19BI S779.63 OUTDATED
134 173453 COIIPUTER ZENITH lWL-IB3-92 8811012324 1988 fl,609.00 OUrDArED
135 173457 COMPUTER ZENITH lWL-183-U 8821301802 1988 SI,814.00 OUTDATED
136 173437 COMPUTER AIlI AT 870588 1987 S985.00 OUTDATED
137 90400 PRINT DRYER PRO All 1110 N/A 1914 S519.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
138 152277 LATER~L fILE SHAW WALKER N/A M/A 1983 $150.00 08S0LETE
139 84581 EVAPORATOR VACUUIl E.f .fULLIl N/A 111250 1973 n,l1l.11 OBSOLETE/NOT WaRriNG
140 32482 THERIlOELECTRIC JUNCT T1SSUETEL N/A T1190 1965 S600.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORr.ING
141 62471 CHART DRIVE RECORDER COLEIlAN MIA M/A 19b8 S915.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
142 102634 SCANNER STS HELENA LA N/A 1l74-ASFV-l 1915 U,540.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
143 63805 IlICROTOME CABINET UB N/A M/A 196B S4,B04.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
144 81312 CALCULATOR liANG N/A OU160 1972 U,901.68 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
145 B4099 PERISTALTIC PUIlP HARVARD M/A l2139 1972 $682.95 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
146 B4615 INCUBATOR NAPCO N/A 113221 1913 U,640.00
OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
141 152649 BALANCE FISHER N/A 92-1929 1983 $999.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
148 104323 "ICROFILIl READER SUI M/A BHI020 1915 SB41. 30 OBSOLETE
149 147439 TYPEWR ITER 1811 • N/A 6819431 1982 $830.00 08S0LETE
150 27532 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONII 515A Ino 1958 $150.00 08S0LETE
151 95079 n RECORDER /I0SELEY 7035A 635-00563 1974 $895.00 OBSOLETE
152 m031 LASER SYSTEIl HADRON M/A Aon 1977 $950.00 08S0LETE
l5J 139611 TER"IHAL DIGITAL LAI20-SA PH176I5 mo fJ,240.00
OBSOLETE
154 23m OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONII 502 006191 1962 $83l.78 OBSOLETE
155 23675 OSCILLOSCOPE TEnRONIl 502 002165 1960 $825.00 OBSOLETE
156 73421 "ICROmER LEEDS 'NORTHRUP M/A 1514034 1989 $129.00 08S0LETE
157 103024 INTERfACE TYPEWRITER HP/CURTIS 11201A 9641-14042 1975 S2,559.15
OBSOLETE
158 139616 PRINTER/PLOTTER VERSA TEl/BFA 1110-A 11-7049 1980 U6,1l1.00
OBSOLETE
159 145903 PRINTER/PLOttER VERSA TEl 1200A B561218 1982 SlO,125.00
OBSOLETE
160 168794 POl/ER SUPPLY BEHLIlAN ENG IN UPS-IOO-ll 2740 19B5 S3,661.00
OBSOLETE
161 174910 CPU COflPUTER 18" 5160 50783655-160 1981 U,500.00
BROKEN/UNUSA8LE
162 144581 TERMINAL 18" 3218-2 36465 1981 U,015.00
BROKEN/UNUSABLE
163 181m HARD DRIVE TELEI 1260 001322 1981 U,S16.00
HOT 1I0R(/1/6
164 196HO HARD DRIVE 18" 4860 0014851 1991 S150.00
MOT 1I0RKlNG
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= f7B,684.66
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
165 IB30lb HARD DRIVE 1611 30 72-1048110 1988 11,799.00
NOT IIORKING
166 141788 VCR PANASONIC NY8400 80lD40712 1981 11,200.00
8ROKEN
167 mOBI IlY TRUCK 1 TON FORD N/A 2580513316 1981 16,052.00
OBSOLETE/REPLACED
168 200652 IIV IlAIL TRUCK 6ENERAL N/A 10F6ES293489 1993 Sl,600.00
OBSOLETE/REPLACED
169 llom IIV STATION WAIiON CHEVROLET M/A 5L9C1211l0 1979 16,111.45 08S0LETE/REPLACED
170 172m CPU COIlPUTER SYSTEII 1811 AT 5026184 19B6 $6,362.00 08S0LETE
171 J7l089 PRINTER NEC NIA 54163B271 19B6 51,755.00
08S0LETE
172 184m PRINIER 1811 m 0016681 1988 $554.00 OBSOlErE
I1J 184236 CPU COIlPUTER SYSTEII COIlPAO 2660 29AL4BI094 1988 $4,183.00 OBSOLETE
174 69527 IIV rRUCl PICK UP FORD MIA 10611102692 1912 52,831.99
OBSOLETE/REPLACED
175 1901ll CPU [QIlPUTER IBII 8513-001 72-084J311 1990 Sl,m .00 OBSOLETE
176 190116 CPU COIlPUTER 181l SSl3-001 72-084J3lJ 1990 $1,934.00 OBSOLETE
171 162m TYPEIIRIlfR IBIl NIA 210350969 1985 5800.00
OBSOLETE
178 142612 FILII 1l0YIE PROJECTOR SINGER mOIL 32085H 1981 5599.00
OBSOLETE
179 142613 FILII 1l0VIE PROJECTOR SINGER mOlL 34157H 1981 1599.00
08S0lETE
IBO 142614 FilII 1I0VIE PROJEcrOR SINGER mOIL 32129H 1981 5599.00
OBSOLETE
181 174108 1I0NITOR IBIl 5154-001 0144209 1986
$594.00 08S0lETE
1B2 178111 CPU COIIPUTER 181l •AT 7211458 1987 14,230.00
OBSOLETE
1B3 mill CPU [QIlPurER IBIl 5170 7032718 1986 U,706.00 OBSOLETE
IB4 169841 CPU COIlPUTER IBII 5160 6136268 1986 $1,463.00 OBSOLETE
IBS 18B465 CPU [QIlPUTER IBIl 8530 7498027 1991 12,390.00 OBSOLETE
IB6 174104 1I0NITOR IBII 5154-001 0144201 1986 1594.00
OBSOLETE
1B7 110675 TERIIINAl TElEI 078 78735 1986 $940.00 OBSOLETE
1BB 172141 COIlPUTER CONTROL UNIT IBII 327461 19306 1986 57,604.00
OBSOLETE
1B9 122245 FUNCTION GENERATOR IIAVETH 1U J4600123 1981
$945.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
190 122290 BLUEPRINr IIACHINE DIAll· NIA 087112 1982
$845.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
191 160718 PRINTER EPSON FHOO 458973 1985
5638.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
192 160190 COIlPUTER IBII 5150176 1555520 19B5
$3,033.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
193 160B14 PRINTER EPSON FHOO 028817 1985
5541.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
194 160BS4 [QIIPUTER IBII 51S0176 1446113 1986 SI,8S7.00
OUTDATED 'ECHNOlOGY
195 170282 TERIIIN~l DUllE OVT-201 ROOO0305 1986
$556.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOIiY
196 170283 COIlPUTER ZENITH 111-138 547DD086 1986
SI,16J.OO OUTDATED 'ECHNOLOGY
197 17J401 [QIlPur£R lENJlH 111-158-43 633CC0156 1987 11,518.00
OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= 143,743.44
• • •
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-.----------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
198 173408 CCIIPUTER PEACH IHLONE 1)13692 1987 1814.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
199 173442 conpUTER IBII SYS 50 72-B050410 1988 13,095.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
200 173448 TRANSIlITTER REnOTE CONTROL FUTA8A 856A-PCIl 609m21 1992 1550.00 OBSOLETE
201 173523 ADSORBER,FunE,BENCH TOP lABCONCO CORP CN:6900000 17385 1989 1630.00 OBSOLETE
202 76360 LEVEL,SURVHlN6 HEERBUG6 NAH 210m 197B 1995.00 OBSOLETE
203 188524 COIlPUTER HARD DRIVE TELEX 7005 05491 1990 $1,684.00 NOT IN WORKING ORDER
204 IB2984 FREEZER REVCO UTLl78 PI64592 198B $4,231.00 NOT IN WORKING ORDER
205 175310 PRINTER EPSON lOBOO 06018041 19B6 1621.00 OBSOLETE
206 184583 conpUTER ZENITH ZSF-286 844CfOO0275 1989 $2,081.00 08SoLElE
207 17810b CPU conpUTER fUJ ITSU 1l2361A J1165 19B1 UI,12S.00 OBSOLETE
208 179751 conpUTER CIPHER 11990 13042 1987 $8,996.00 OBSOLETE
209 184515 PLOTTER CALconp 10UCT 844C019 1989 $5,388.00 OBSOLETE
210 18b484 COMPUTER CDC 1230 4398 1989 Ul,022.00
o8S0LETE
2ll 63429 OPTICAL TABLE CHALLENGE IIACH NIA NIA 1968 $1,909.00 OBSOLETE
212 m037 lASER SYSTEn HADRON N/A A039 1977 $950.00 OBSOLETE
2Il 190m OSCILLOSCOPE TEnRONICS 531 8715 1989 Sl ,144 .00
OBSOLETE
214 141062 TYPEWRITER IBII H/A 34204220 1980 1600.00
NEED REPAIRS
215 114m PRINTER EPSON • LOI000 15006246 1986 $921.00 NOT WoRJING ORDER
216 190871 CONTROllER STORAGE TEl 88B002 3502365 1991 1500.00
OUTDATED lECHNOLOGY
217 190872 lIoDULE CONTROL STORAGE TEl 8380BE4 2402132 1991 1500.00
OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
21B 190874 conpUTER DISI DRIVE STORAGE TEl 8380BE4 25020402 1991 $1,000.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
219 190875 CoIIPUTER DISk DRIVE STORAGE TEl 8380BE4 25020903 1991 '1,000.00
OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
220 190976 COIlPUIER DISK DRIVE STORAGE TEl 83808E4 2502317 1991 '13,340.00
OUlDATED TECHNOLOGY
221 132051 TVPEIIRITER 1811 II/A 4555915 1919 1745.00
OBSOLETE
222 106172 SPEClROMETER PACKARD 5210 140250129 1976 $10,108.00 OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY
223 195705 CELLULAR PHONE 1I0TOROLA F09HGD8432B 614ER05626Y 1992
$940.00 TRANSlIlTlER DOES NOT WORK
224 139152 I-RAY GENERATOR NORELCD 12045B3 58-104 1911
$4,500.00 OBSOLElE/NO lONGER IN USE
225 139158 I-RAY SHUTTER SYSTEn SUPPER NIA NIA 1911
1100.00 OBSoLElE/NO LONGER IN USE
22b 139156 I-RAY CAllERA SUPPER NIA 6293361 1911
$1,100.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER IN USE
221 139155 I-RAY CAIIERA SUPPER II/A Y095502B 1911
$1,500.00 OBSOLETE/NO lONGER IN USE
228 182044 CPU conpUTER lENllH lVIl1210A 1803531 1988
$1,408.00 OBSOLETE
229 96200 TYPEIIRITER IBn ilIA 2532469 1915
1530.00 1I0T WORKING
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= 195,221.00
• • •
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
230 JBOm 1l0NITDR TIIDIlSOH 43751l 002119 1987 5195.00 NO LONGER WORKS
2JI 206m "ICRDBAL~NCE FISHER SCIENTIFIC PB1002 1113081136 1994 $995.00 OBSOLETE
232 206726 nlCROBALANCE FISHER SCIENTIFIC AE240 113052155 1994 $3,100.00 OBSOLETE
233 206727 ftETER PH FISHER SCIENTIFIC 15 COOl1B12 1994 5595.00 OBSOLETE
m 206728 HErlOGENATOR FISHER SCIENTIFIC PT2000 1084 1994 U,518.00 OBSOLETE
235 206729 FREEZER/LOW TEftP VWR SCIENTIFIC REVCO H/A 1994 $5,924.00 OBSOLETE
236 J65213 conpUTER DIS« DRIVE SEAGATE sm2 751674 1984 $4,310.00 OBSOLETE
237 169630 TERnlNAL DIGITAL VT240 44000YSZ 1985 U,222.00 OBSOLETE
238 1B2456 CPU conpUTER ZENITH 1I59 742CC0538 1988 $1,319.00 OBSOLETE
239 173603 CPU conpUTER ZENITH ZI115842 542DC0206 19B6 U,999.00 OBSOLETE
240 189352 CPU CDrlPUTER ZENITH ZBV2526E1 003CCOI0350 1990 51,on.00 CANNIBALIZED
241 192577 CPU conpUTER IBn 8555031 23-1275132 1991 $3,396.00 OBSOLETE
242 192573 CPU conpUTER IBn B555031 23-1271593 1991 $3,504.00 OBSOLETE
243 185762 COPIER nACHINE SHARP SF-71550 86218190 1989 $2,510.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
244 101827 nlnEDGRAPH "ACHINE GESTENER N/A 41AI089 1975 S1,023.00
OBSOLETE
245 182726 conpUTER HARD DRIVE ZENITH ZDH1217DE 803CH0453 1988 S1,262.00 OBSOLETE
246 172985 CPU CDnpUTER ZENITH ZF15842 552DJ0218 1986 $3,001.00 OBSOLETE
247 42688 FREEZER JORDON Dcn ft-SHOE 1966 5625.00
OBSOLETE
248 42442 RESPIRonETER GILSON • H/A "-6R14 1966 U,840.00
OBSOLETE
249 62364 SPE[TROPHOTonETER CARY H/A "15 1968 $13,942.00 OBSOLETE
250 113H1 SPECTROPHOTonETER IHSTR LAB H/A "-251 1916 $12,424.27 OBSOLETE
251 115475 PH mER mum NIA "-420 1917 $145.00 OBSOLETE
252 122509 FRACTION COLLECTOR UB H/A 18552 1916 55,085.00
08S0LETE
253 128m CHROnATOGRAPH WATERS 500 50102282 1919 Sll,IBO.OO
OBSOLETE
254 152918 conpUTER lEYSTATION WANG HIA 5648 1982
$4,416.00 OBSOLETE
255 152919 conpUTER CPU WANG H/A 3951 1982 $5,760.00 OBSOLETE
2S6 142306 SAnPlER CHANGER HP . NIA 212A01581 1981 $4,218.00 OBSOLETE
257 l7B053 LIOUID EPITArlAL REACTOR GEN AIR C HIA 90165 1986 $54,090.00 OBSOLETE/SALVAGE
25B 143970 ftV STATION WAGON CHEVROLET H/A IGIAT35l4Bl446286 1981 $6,340.00 OBSOLETE
259 156540 ftV PASSENGER CAR CHEVROLET NIA IGIAr68rlD6127484 19B4 $8,021.00 OBSOLETE
260 140114 ftV SUBURBAN CHEVROLET H/A CCLl69FW026 1980
$6,400.00 OBSOLETE
261 IB0820 IlV VAN FORO H/A El1LHJJ0126 I9BB 112,850.00
OBSOLETE
262 99m nv VAN CHEVROLET HIA C61367UI69841 1977 $6,466.00 OBSOLETE
--------------------
SUBTOTAL: $193,96B.27
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2b3 130228 nv VAN CHEVROLET N/A C6L36BU20m4 1919 $1,313.00 OBSOlETE
264 94631 PlV 1/2 TON PICIUP FORD N/A F10BLY3U60 1m $1,659.00 OBSOlETE
205 99321 PlV VAN CHEYROLET N/A CD615BOll6453 1989 $4,599.00 OBSOlETE
266 Imll IIV STATION WASON CAR FORD N/A lFABP23B4BI216069 19BI $6,961.00 OBSOLETE
2b1 130298 PlV VAN DODGE NIA B2lJEAU05360 19BO 55,911.00 OBSOlETE
208 69526 PlV 1/2 TON PICIUP FORD NIA F10GILB9541 1m $2,350.00 OBSOLETE
209 69521 PlV 1/2 TON PICIUP FORD NIA Fl0GK"02692 1m 52,B3B.00
OBSOLETE
270 140104 IIV 1/2 TON PICIUP DOD6E N/A D14JEASllI606 1980 $5,391.00 OBSOLETE
271 146B4B IIV STATION WAGON CAR FORD NIA IFABP2B36C613186B 19B2 51,940.00
OBSOLETE
272 975B5 IIV CAR CHEVROLET N/A 1Ib9H5L151050 1915 53,184 .00
OBSOLETE
m 91586 IIV CAR CHEYROLET N/A 1Ib9H5L151069 1975 $3,1B4.00 OBSOLETE
214 130277 nv 1/2 TON PICIUP CHEYROLET NIA CCLmZU1391 1919 $6,400,00 OBSOLETE
275 143019 ftY 1/4 TON PICIUP FORD N/A JC2UA2221B0513556 19BI $6,052.00 OBSOLETE
27b 192b11 ftV YAN 6KC N/A 16l35902U93 1991 n,ooo.OO
OBSOLETE
277 1B613 SCINTILLATION COUNTER PACKARD MIA 7400 lOB 1911 $9,IB5.65 OBSOLETE
21B 184m 6AUGE IONIZATION 6RANYILLE PHILl 307 N/A 1989 $I,B69.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RA"
279 lBml COIIPUTER 0151 SVSTEft DI6ITAL DBH7 liD MIA 19B9 $4,316.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAK
280 186211 POWER SUPPLY ELECTRONIC KEAS 'HCR30 8 101 890 7892 1989 $660,00 OBSOLETE TO PROGRAft
281 IB6218 POIIER SUPPlY ELECTRONIC "EAS HCR30 8 101 8907893 1989 $625,00 OBSOLEIE 10 PR06RAK
282 18b287 ANAL YlER EAI QUAD 250 6251 1989 $4,OB6.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAK
2B3 IB6m ENCODER CAIIAC IE MIA 19B9 $701.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAft
2B4 18mo ENCODER CAftAC IE MIA 1989 $701.00 OBSOLETE 10 PROGRAft
2B5 18B783 PUIIP CIT CRYOGENICS tTl-8 161A12345 1989 $4,272.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAft
28b 1b50ll ROTARY 6ATE VAlVE VRC N/A 94517-108 1984 $1,211.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAII
2B7 170985 BEAn CONTROLLER ION TECH N/A 371 19B5 $13,904.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAft
2BB 1b5204 conpUTER CPU/SYSTE" DI6lTAl MIA AB40601004 19B4 $2,455.00 OBSOLETE TO PR06RAft
--------------------
SUBTOTAl= $IU,045.65
6RAND TOTAl= $B47 ,598.81
•
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS
FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSITION LETTER OF DECEMBER 4, 1995
•
For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on February 8, 1996
REQUESTED ACVON:
The Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee recommend to the Board of Regents approval of the American
Cancer Society/Department of Health and Human Services funded equipment to the University of Washington for
Dr. Becker's continued use.
BACKGROUND INFQRMAVON:
Please see the enclosed discussion.
•
APPROVED BY THE REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE:
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:
January 29,1996
• The University of New Mexico
PuRCHASING AND MATERIEL MANAGEMENT
609 Buena Vista NE
Albuquerque. NM 87131-3056
Phone: (505) 277-2036
FAX: (505) 277-7774
•
TO:
FROM:
SUBJ:
DATE:
David L. Me Kinney, Vice President for Business and Finance
Vince Trollinger, Associ.~~ Director, Purchasing and
Materiel Management 0~c...
Surplus Property Approval
December 4, 1995
•
Attached, please find a letter from the Chair of the Department of
Internal Medicine, Dr. Robert Strickland, requesting the transfer of
some items of property which they would like to send to the
University of Washington in Seattle. The items will allow Dr. ~~omas
Becker, a former UNM Associate Professor to continue working on his
grants at that institution.
According to the HSC Controllers office all these items were
purchased with grant funds from the American Cancer Society, and the
Department of Health and Human Services, and both of these agencies
have given permission to relocate these items with Dr. Becker.
Further, the Chair and Dean concur with this request as well.
This action will require the approval of the Board of Regents at
their earliest convenience. Thank you for your assistance in seeking
the necessary approvals .
xc: Kay Adam
Bill Britton
Bruce Cherrin
Maryann Cutter
Lee Gulbransen
Robert Strickland, M.D.
·._... ..-._====':::::::.:::-d='::';:::i::;~=i=:::=': :;·hi2lME:f';;:::==C:,::·,1iCli·[.1:#.111'1118¥1i-llZ4I1P••••'11581:"11*••11&111*•••••'1::.
Departtnent of Internal Medicine
2211 Lomas Blvd., NE, ACC-5th Floor
Albuquerque, NM 87131-5271
Telephone (505) 272-4661 November 20, 1995
FAX (505) 272-4628
CHAIRMAN
Robert G. Strickland, M.D.
ADMINISTRATOR
Maryann W.Cuttcr, M.A.
VlCE-CHAIRMEN
R. Philip Eaton, M.D.
Research
Vincent Trollinger
Materials Management
1128 University NE
Campus
Dear Mr. Trollinger:
Ifyou do authorize the transfer of this equipment, please return this
memo to Dr. Strickland's office. Thank you for your assistance.
He has received pennission of both the American Cancer Society and
the Department of Health and Human Services to take this
equipment from the University of New Mexico to the University of
Washington. He has also notified Dr. David Coultas, chief of the
Division of Epidemiology and Critical Care.
We are writing to request a transfer of equipment purchased by Dr.
Thomas E. Becker, Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, who is
leaving to take a position at the University of Washington in Seattle.
Dr. Becker purchased these items (listed on the attached inventory
transfer sheet) and will require them to complete the work on these
grants.
Curtis O. Kapsner. M.D.
Education and Training
Ronald W. Quenzer, M.D.
Clinical Affairs
Joseph H. Saien. M.D.
•
Medical Service, VAMC
CHIEFS
Michael H. Crawford, M.D.
Robert S. Flinn Chair
Cardiology
R. Philip Eaton, M.D.
Endocrinology
David B. Coultas, M.D.
Epidemiology and
Preventive Medicine
Denis M. McCarthy, M.D.
Gastroenterology
Ronald W. Quenzer, M.D.
Glen H. Murata, M.D.
General Internal Medicine
Robert D. Lindeman, M.D.
Gerontology
Laurence Elias, M.D.
Hematology/Oncology
Gregory 1. Mertz, M.D.
Infectious Disease
Sincerely yours,
IttA~~Robert G. Strickland, .0.
Chair, Department 0 Internal Medicine
l~b4~
aul R!Roth, M.g.
Dean, School of Medicine
cc: Lee Gulbransen, HSC Controllers Office
Maryann Cutter, Administrator, Internal Medicine
Philip G. Zager, M.D.
Nephrology
Pope L. Moseley, M.D.
•
Pulmonary/Allergy
/Critical Care
Howard Lc\'Y. M.D.
Associate Chief, Critical Care
Arthur D. Bankhurst, M.D.
Rheumatology
Approval:
• Vincent Trollinger
Attachment
• THE UNIVERSI'W OF NEW MEXICOREQUEST FOR ADJUSTMENT TO INVENTORY •
1. Reason for Inventory Adjustment - Indicate appropriate letter in Column 1.
A. Item Needs to be Added to Our Department Printout
B. Item Receivect. (Needs Inventory Number)
C. Item Donated to UNM (Needs Inventory Number)
D. Item Transferred to Other Department (Indicate New Location) Receiving Dept., must sign below
E. Item Traded In (Indicate related Purchase Order Number)
F. Item Stolen (Explain in Remarks)
G. Other (Explain In Remarks)
'HE: You should call the University Police to report slolen or missing property In addition to
completing this form. Also, submit a copy oltha report to Plant Fund Accounting.
UNM
'~Ol TAG
1 II
MODEL
II
SERIAL
II MANUFACTURER I DESCRIPTION COST
PO/PR
DOC.
II
FY
ACO. NEW
VA. BLDG ROOM
G 21114( 40\"\§~'iL 3337A02121 Hewlett Packard (;omputer (American Cancer Societ,1)2,569 738612 94 227 B76
-
G 21114. C2015A USB~044106 Hewlett J'acKaret prln~er 992 94 fTI7 Bib
r, , 209781 qUADRA650 t:'C3450EZICE Apple Computer (National Institutes of Health) 2,910 738040 &4 227 B74
.r. ~20979, 710066 FC4s10313YN Apple Computer '" 3,268 749892 9s 1227 B/4
G~ 214187 S20C FC4419291s[. Apple Computer Powerbook ,. " ,. l.,'il.1 741455 fJ5 [llome ecker
..
* 214188 M2611 IS14JblHIlXX "
..
" Screen ,.
,. 878 747455 !}5 Home I ecker('
Remarks: Items will be transferred to the University of Washington for completion of Dr. Becker's work on two
grants for the American Cancer Society and the National Institutes of Health. (* Items purchased under org-coae-5l671L)
h-'~1'
Signature 01 Chairperson I
Transferred 10:
Signalure of Person Receiving Equipment
NO ORIGINAL TO PLANT FUND ACCOUNTING (SCHOLES HALL 260)
'IKE COPIES FOR YOUR DEPARTMENTAL USE
YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL: 277-7712 or 277-7713
Date
Date
Internal Medicine
Department (Please Print)
Department (Please Print)
272-4661
Phone /I
Phone II
51300
Org. Code
Org. Code
••
•
EXHIBITB
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
~.
REQUEST TO ESTABLISH A QUASI-ENDOWMENT FUND
REQUESTINGCOLLEG8SCHOO~ GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (GPSA)
REQUESTING DEPARTMENT:
REQUESTED BY: Ray Sharbutt, GPSA President
FUND TI11..E REQUESTED: Graduate & Professional Students' Research Endowment
INmAL DEPOSIT AMOUNT: $ 28,000
SOURCE OF FUNDS: GPSA funds $14,000
Provost's Overhead Income Reserve $14,000
(IF ADDITIONAL SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE ATTACH)
.~...'.FUND PURPOSE: To fund graduate and professional students' research projects •
(IF ADDITIONAL SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE ATTACH)
OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDBlNES (I.E.. AWARD RECIPIENT SELECllON CRITERIA):
(PLEASE ATTACH A STATEMENT OF ALL OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE CRITERIA.)
Awards from the Graduate & Professional Students' Research Endowment distribution will be
made annually Based on criteria developed by the Provost's Office and the GPSA Council in
consultation with the Student Research Allocation Committee. No allocation will be made
__un1:il_the ha.lance., of .t:hfiLfund exceeds $50 000.
IIWE-ACKNOWLEDGE 1HATlliEREQUESTED FUND WILL BE INVESTED AND INCOME DISTRIBUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT POUCY. ADOPTED IN SEP'T"a4BER 1989
AND AMENDED THEREAFTER.
(DATE)(FOR THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO)
(R, S SIGNAtuRE)
COLLEG8SCHOOL APPROVA~ J~Cd~
(DEAN/DIRECTOR SIGNATURE)
~f).~
AS A QUASI-ENDOWMENT. WITHDRAWALS OF PRINCIPAL M~-Bf:-A,lJ-OWABLEONLY UPON APPROVAL OFTHE.
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF N M O. (
\ "22- 9 rACKNOWLEDGED: ~
( ATE)
Ih-lrr
(DATE)
.REGENT APPROVAL:
aSENDFORM
930107
~. ;;"... .
~ -...--- ..-- ~
• _._~,J.~;;.;,.;;,-1' .... •..~~t .
. "./
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
THE GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS'RESEARCH
ENDOWMENT
QUASI ENDOWMENT GUIDELINES
At the request of the Graduate and Professional Students Association (GPSA) and supported by the Provost of the
University, a quasi-endowment is to be established on the books and records of the University of New Mexico to
support the research of graduate students. The endowment will be administered in accordance with the following
guidelines:
1. The endowed fund shall be designated on the books and records of the University of New Mexico as the
GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS' RESEARCH ENDOWMENT.
2. Initial funding of the Endowment shall come from an allocation of$14,000 made by the GPSA from student fees
dedicated to support GPSA and a matching allocation by the Provost of$I4,000 from Overhead Income Reserve.
Additional funding from gifts and donations received by the University or the UNM Foundation, Inc. dedicated
specifically for support of graduate student research will added to the corpus of the Endowment.
3. The Endowment will be established as a quasi-endowment at the request of the GPSA and supported by the
Provost of the University and with the approval of the Regents of the University of New Mexico. As a quasi-
endowment, principal may be withdrawn only upon approval of the Regents ofthe University ofNew Mexico at the
. request of the GPSA Council.
4. The principal of the Endowment shall be included in the Consolidated Investment Fund of the University and be
managed in accordance with the Regents' Investment Management Policy, adopted in 1989 and periodically
amended thereafter.
5. Annual spendable income distributions, as determined by the UNM Foundation, Inc.'s Investment Committee in
accordance with the Regents Investment Management Policy, shall be used to support graduate and professional
student research projects. However, no income shall be distributed for research projects until such time as the
principal balance of the Endowment exceeds $50,000. Until this principal balance threshold is achieved, all
distributable income shall be redeposited into the principal of the Endowment. No more that 50% of the determined
available spendable income and distribution shall be used to support research projects until the principal reaches
$100,000.
6. Criteria for the allocation of any distributed income shall be determined by the Provost and the GPSA Council
upon recommendation by the Student Research Allocation Committee.
7. If, for unforeseen reasons, this fund can no longer be utilized as originally intended, the Provost of the University
shall notify the Regents of the University ofNew Mexico and suggest, in consultation with the president of the
GPSA, an appropriate disposition of the Endowment.
Guideline Approval:
iation
by: -LG~~;'~~~§:::~~~------ Date:
e·
Provost
by: !A)A) ~;:f~
Regents of the University of New Mexico
by~f).~
Date: -----,ljf-/_2_"2..--J!'-"-f-'.-(,__
Date: 2/ f / 1~
I
